CRITICAL THINKING
FOR EVERYDAY LIFE
Week 2
The Hard Thinking Part!

WHAT WE’LL LEARN IN WEEK 2
This week we investigate several Elements of
Thought in more detail, helping you develop
a deeper understanding of how to use the
elements in your thinking.
The material this week will make your “head
hurt” as it covers each element in greater
detail—much of this information you will have
not seen before. It will also likely challenge
your personal Points of View.

CRITICAL THINKING FRAMEWORK
Elements of
Thought
Covered Today
(We Hope!)
Modified from the
Elder & Paul
(Nosich) Critical
Thinking
Framework from
the Foundation for
Critical Thinking

Use of this
framework helps
overcome cognitive
biases and other
thinking problems

PURPOSE
Definition:
The Purpose is your goal, your objective, what you
are trying to accomplish. This term can also include
functions, motives, and intentions.
This usually includes reflection on the type of analysis:
Descriptive
Explanatory/Evaluative
Predictive/Estimative
Problem Solving/Decision-Making

The Analytic Spectrum

Explanatory
Analysis

Descriptive
Analysis

Why? How (some)?
What does it mean?

Who? What? When?
Where? How?

Problem
Solving

Predictive
Analysis
What will
happen?

What you should
do about the
problem?

Creates Alternatives

Forecasts, Estimates

Identifies Cause & Effect, Evaluates, Judges
Generalizes, Finds Basic Patterns & Trends

Summarizes, Reports
More Data-Driven

More Concept-Driven

Pragmatic Results

QUESTION DEVELOPMENT




Start questions with:


Who, what, where, when, or how—descriptive research



Why or how—explanatory/evaluative research



What/where/who/when will…(happen)—predictive/estimative research



What should you do (about the problem)—problem solving/decision-making

End with the condition of the phenomenon you want to describe, explain,
predict, evaluate, address, or problem to be solved (be specific).



Examples of specific research questions:


What SUV should we buy to travel around the country?(descriptive)



Why should I vote for candidate X? (explanatory)



When will it be safe to not wear masks after the coronavirus pandemic? (predictive)



What should we do to protect ourselves from the coronavirus? (problem-solving)

It is extremely important to ensure the Purpose & Questions
are in alignment with your actual needs



Information Searching entails accessing a significant number of
sources.



Information Literacy refers to a constellation of competencies
revolving around information searching, use, and practice across
all occupations and professions.


This means—finding information, assessing information, using
information, and documenting information sources.



Information literacy is the foundation for life-long learning.

INFORMATION SEARCHING AND
INFORMATION LITERACY: THE
FOUNDATIONS FOR GOOD THINKING








Academic & Professional Journal Articles (many in digital databases,
many use EbscoHost digital search engine)
Government Reports, Think Tank Reports, Professional Reports
Legal Databases (Lexis/Nexis, Westlaw (legal, news, business
information))
Books—both Academic and Professional (e.g. WorldCat digital
database)
Newspapers/Magazines/Media Reports (national & local)
Web Links/Internet—last sources to consult!

Not all of our accumulated knowledge is on the web

INFORMATION SOURCES
Barry Trott offers Osher course on the Williamsburg Regional Library.
Osher students can also use the William & Mary Library.

Assessing Media, Newspapers, Magazines Sources

Candice
Benjes-Small
offers Osher
course on
Fake News

Local
TV
News

Add app to
your web
browser
evaluating
sources at
www.newsguar
dtech.com







Review systematically all sources for accuracy (use the
critical thinking elements of thought to analyze material)
Identify information that appears the most critical or
compelling
Check for sufficient and strong corroboration of critical
reporting (try to triangulate sources and look for multiple
sources with the same or similar evidence—consider
whether ambiguous information has been interpreted and
caveated properly)
Indicate a confidence level (high, medium, low) that can
be placed on information used in the ongoing analysis

Source

Critical Information
(Data, Evidence, Facts)

Corroboration of
Information

Confidence
Level (H, M, L)

ASSESSING QUALITY OF INFORMATION

Comments

CONTEXT (OF THE SITUATION UNDER ANALYSIS)
Definition

Context includes the historical, political,
social, economic, cultural, linguistic,
scientific, and/or professional or personal
setting or background that directly relates to
the issue at hand.
Context must be considered when assessing all the
other elements. Data found in the Information Search
must be applied to assess the Context, Points of View
and Assumptions in the situation under analysis.
Avoid using analogy for analysis as it often does not
consider context!

POINTS OF VIEW
Definition
Point of View is literally “the place” from
which you view something. It includes
what you are looking at and the way
you are seeing it.
Assessing Points of View requires an
investigation of the subject’s, author’s, or
analyst’s political, economic, religious,
cultural, and social backgrounds—it
means uncovering their “belief systems.”

ASSUMPTIONS (EMERGE FROM BELIEF SYSTEMS)
Definition
Assumptions are propositions or statements you
take for granted. They usually operate at the
subconscious or unconscious level of thought.
Assumptions usually fall into one of 3 categories:
Paradigmatic – core belief systems (ideology)
Prescriptive – how it “ought” to be, law, rules
Causal – cause & effect, evidence
We will now look at how people develop their points
of view, assumptions, and “belief systems”

A person’s belief system is
based on a number of
complex sources and
how this information is
processed

Sources Influencing what
and how We Think!

Filters

Politics
ideologies

Religion
Political Culture

Decision-Maker Mental Model
Information/Knowledge

Other Filters Include:
Biographic
Cognition/Reasoning
Physical/Mental States
Emotions/Attitudes
Politics/Religion/Ideologies
Situation
Personalities
Group Influences

Other
Filters

Political
Culture
Filter

Political Culture Filter:
Egalitarian
Individualistic
Authoritarian

Other
Filters

Lens on the World
(Points of View, Perceptions, Beliefs, Assumptions)

Informative Beliefs
Support the need for information and help people
and groups achieve goals related to survival and
prosperity. They provide information on the way
things are (reality), what’s going to happen
(predictions), and how to get things done (actions)
toward achieving goals. Informative beliefs inspire
objectivity while fostering desires for knowledge,
mastery (skills), experiences, and/or love. They also
inspire believers to be genuine (attentive,
intelligent, reasonable, responsible) and authentic
(foster intellect-based relationships, open
communications).

Reassuring Beliefs
Are largely self-serving as they support making
people or groups feel good about themselves and
their circumstances. They support the needs to be
seen as wise, powerful, loving, connected, and/or
valued. They focus on helping people and groups see
their place in the world as safe, secure, competent,
right, and righteous. They are often supported by
misinformation creating false realties to make
believers feel good, which can lead to delusions,
addictions, cults, conspiracy theories, etc., and
failure of believers to reach their goals

Assessment: Does the belief provide the guidance the believer relies on it for?

CATEGORIZING BELIEFS
From Osher instructor Barnet Feingold at barneysplace.net

Not a
Political System

Absolute

Fantasy Land

Democratic Socialism

Marxism

Ideologies:
Political Cultures:

Authoritarian Systems

Liberalism

Egalitarian

Autocrats & Dictators

Realism

Individualistic

Authoritarian

Political Ideologies

Understanding Marxism/Socialism

Karl Marx
(1818-1883)

Marx’s analysis focused on capitalism and the class-conflict and economic
exploitation it generated. The principal class-conflict he found was between the owners of
the means of production (bourgeoisie) and the workers (proletariat), who sell their labor
to the bourgeoisie. By not paying the proletariat a fair market price for their labor, the
bourgeoisie generate “excess (surplus) value” from their enterprises, which generate their
profits and sources of wealth. The bourgeoisie exploit the proletariat under the capitalist
system.
Marx predicted capitalism would eventually give way to a new economic structure he
labeled “socialism.” He viewed the core of socialism as state (vice private) ownership of the
means of production, where the workers themselves would both manage and work in
production. Marx also theorized democracy would eventually give way to a governing
structure of “full communism.” His view of full communism was the creation of a perfect
world system, with a classless society and minimal government.
Three views of Socialism today (source of Equivocation informal logic fallacy):
1. Marx’s Socialism/Communism—never implemented anywhere
2. Authoritarian Socialism—ex-Soviet Union, China, Vietnam, Cuba, Venezuela,
Nicaragua, and more (Cold War view)
3. Democratic Socialism—Western Europe, Canada, Australia, New Zealand (postCold War view) (should be called Social-Democracy)

Not a
Political System

Authoritarian
Socialism

Absolute

Fantasy Land

Democratic Socialism

Marxism

Ideologies:
Political Cultures:

Authoritarian Systems

Liberalism

Egalitarian

Autocrats & Dictators

Realism

Individualistic

Authoritarian

Political Ideologies

LEFT

MIDDLE

Democrat Party Views

RIGHT

Republican Party Views (?)



Ideology – liberalism, idealism, globalism,
seek an egalitarian culture



Ideology – conservatism, realism, pragmatism,
mostly individualistic culture



Main Focus – embrace diversity, well-being
of people, animals, and environment, see
federal government as tool to solve problems





Economic – pay for social programs (less on
security), seek socially-just capitalism, support
higher taxes on rich, want minimum wage,
ample regulations to solve problems, defer
fiscal responsibility

Main Focus – sustained white privilege, benefit
corporate/business community (main campaign
donors), support states rights, family values,
character, personal responsibility



Economic – pay for security (less on social
programs), no tax increases (seek tax cuts),
wages should be set by market, fewer regulations,
free-market trade, seek fiscal responsibility



Social Focus – individual rights and justice (tough
on crime), programs to make “base” and
corporations/businesses (rich) happy



Movements – Some Evangelicals, gun lobby,
White Nationalists, anti-immigration groups



Social Focus -- community and social
responsibility, equal opportunity



Movements – unions, NAACP, Hispanic
Heritage Foundation, other ethnic activist
groups, Black Lives Matter

DIFFERING U.S. POLITICAL POINTS OF VIEW
AFFECT WHO GETS WHAT, WHEN, HOW

Selected List of World Religions


Monotheistic Religions (one God)




Polytheistic Religions (many Gods)




Jewish, Christian, Islamic
Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, Shinto

Other Well-Known Religions


Sikhism, Nature Focused, Syncretic,
Non-Believers—and many more

RELIGION DETERMINES HOW PEOPLE UNDERSTAND
AND VIEW THEIR ROLE IN SOCIETY

TIME FOR A
BREAK!

4-Ways
Key

of Seeing

Assumption/Belief Analysis

Critical

Belief Analysis

TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESSING POINTS
OF VIEW, ASSUMPTIONS, & BELIEFS

How does Actor A view
her/himself and/or the
issue at hand?

How does Actor B view
her/himself and/or the
issue at hand?

Assessing
Differing
Perspectives
How does Actor A view
Actor B her/himself and/or
vis-a-vis the issue at hand?

How does Actor B view
Actor A her/himself and/or
vis-a-vis the issue at hand?

FOUR WAYS OF SEEING

What are sources of
differing perspectives
(views): historical,
ideological, political,
economic, cultural,
social, religious,
linguistic, etc.?

Key Assumption and Critical Belief Analysis
Assumption Informative Reassuring
Key Assumption/Belief*
Category
Belief
Belief
Actor A:

Figure 6.4

Change
Caveat

Actor B:
Analyst(s):
* Add rows as needed
Paradigmatic
Prescriptive
Causal

What would change
assumption or belief
(new information, crisis
events, changed
leadership, etc.)

Figure 6.6 Critical Belief Analysis
Goal (of Actor or Analyst):
Belief: Actor or Analyst believes that…

Viewpoints
Quest and Commitment
Visionary
Ethical (is “what is” good?)
Realist (what is?)
Existential
Comments:

Precise
Beliefs

Degree of Ambiguity
Rules
Imprecise
Beliefs
of Thumb

Catalytic
Narratives

Evaluation (circle): Informative Belief or Reassuring Belief

Key: Does the belief provide the guidance the believer relies on it for (assist
in reaching actor’s goal)?

OPENLY QUESTIONING PEOPLE’S
POINTS OF VIEW, ASSUMPTIONS, AND
BELIEFS CAN MAKE YOU A PARIAH

CONCEPTUALIZING YOUR THINKING IS MAINLY
ABOUT MODELING—THERE ARE THREE MAIN
TYPES OF MODELS






Structural causal models – offer that one or more independent
variables cause or lead to changes in a dependent variable
Process models – identify process steps leading to an outcome
(Systems & Network Analysis included here)
Agency models – decision-making models based on psychology
theories of cognition, motivation, emotions, and rational choice
Note: All types of modeling include defining concepts and lead to
(hypotheses, scenarios, etc.) the analyst will later test using data,
logic, and reasoning

Relationships Among Variables
in Structural Causal Models
Antecedent
Variable

Independent
Variable

Independent
Variable

Intervening
Variable

Independent
Variable

Use to assess causal assumptions and to
model your problem or decision situation

Dependent
Variable

SAMPLE STRUCTURAL CAUSAL MODEL
QUESTION: WHAT FACTORS AFFECT LEVELS OF
PERSONAL INCOME?
Where:
Y1 = income

X1

X1 = education

X2

X2 = age

X3

X3 = type job

X4

X4 = location

Independent Variables

Y1 = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + E

Y1
Dependent Variable

 Hypothesis

1: As education increases, income will increase.

 Hypothesis

2: As age increases, income will increase.

 Hypothesis

3: Professional jobs (doctors, lawyers, managers,
IT specialists) will have higher income than service jobs.

 Hypothesis

4: Jobs in urban areas will have higher income
than those in rural areas.

INCOME LEVEL HYPOTHESIS EXAMPLES

Process Model leading to Causal Model
Question: How do I make sure I am not
late for work?

Fishbone or Ishikawa Diagram

Flowchart Process Model

Using Flowcharts and Ishikawa Diagrams
allow detailed investigation of multiple
potential causes of your problem

SAMPLE AGENCY MODEL:
PRISONER’S DILEMMA
Prisoner’s Dilemma is a
frequently used Game
Theory model emerging from
Rational Choice Theory.
This model has a number of
uses as the “prisoners” may
be anyone, including family,
friends, co-workers, etc.

Model Assumptions: 2 players, each player has the same 2 strategies
(choices), players do not communicate, players have utilities for each
strategy depending on other player’s selection.

ALTERNATIVES
Definition
Alternatives are other possibilities, options, choices,
scenarios, etc., which apply to all the elements.
Alternatives are especially important in developing
potential answers to your question or potential
solutions to your problem.
Important in all analyses, alternative development
is crucial in problem solving and decision-making.

 Develop

alternatives from the Information
Search, Situational Context, Modeling, etc.,
first by using Informed-Brainstorming
 Advanced Brainstorming Techniques
 Fusion

Level 1 (outside objects)
 Fusion Level 2 (internal characteristics)
 SCAMPER
 5W’s + 1H (Probing Six Questions)

DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVES: BASIC
CREATIVE THINKING TECHNIQUES

RULES FOR
SUCCESSFUL
INFORMEDBRAINSTORMING

CREATIVE TECHNIQUE: FUSION (OUTER OBJECTS)


Fusion with Outer Objects


Define your challenge (Purpose and Question).



Think of an outer object unrelated to your challenge.



Write down characteristics of the unrelated object.



Compare the characteristics to your challenge and
develop new and unique ideas.



Use for making connections between unrelated items to
generate new ideas or alternatives.



You may have to use several unrelated objects before you
create enough workable ideas to meet your challenge
(problem, question, etc.).

EXAMPLE OF LEVEL 1: FUSION WITH OUTER OBJECTS


Challenge: Assume you run
a plant that makes carpets
and your business is
stagnating. You want to
develop some creative
ideas to revitalize your
business



Pick a random thing or
object that seems totally
unrelated to your challenge.
For this example we will use
an elephant. So ask:


What does it look like?



What does it do?



Where is it found?



How does it function?



What is special about it?



An elephant is strong. Can you exploit the attributes of “tough” or
“durable” while marketing carpets?



An elephant has thick skin. Can you make extra thick carpets
that are super-soft to walk on?



An elephant has tusks. Can you make your carpets slip-resistant
with tiny little barbs?



An elephant is the largest living animal on earth. Can you sell
mega-sized carpets for a specific target group?



Some elephants live in rain forests. Can you create waterresistant carpets?

EXAMPLE OF LEVEL 1:
FUSION WITH OUTER OBJECTS (CONT.)

CREATIVE TECHNIQUE:
FUSION (INNER PARAMETERS)
Use for creating ideas and alternatives by making connections
between inner parameters of your challenge.


Level 2: Fusion of Inner Parameters
 Define

your challenge (purpose and question).

 Come

up with different parameters (characteristics
or traits).

 Collect
 Link

attributes for each parameter.

the attributes randomly.

EXAMPLE OF LEVEL 2:
FUSION OF INNER PARAMETERS
 Challenge:

You want
to find a unique
birthday gift for your
best friend.

 You

first make a list of
characteristics of your
best friend (traits and
interests) and types of
potential gifts to use in
your creative thinking

EXAMPLE OF LEVEL 2:
FUSION OF INNER PARAMETERS
(CONT.)
Friend’s Traits

Friend’s Interests

Types of Gifts

Competitive

Fashion

Hand-Made

Athletic

Reading

Artistic

Funny

Cooking

Cheap

Honest

Japanese Language

Expensive

Dancing

Practical

Flowers
Combine different characteristics to generate ideas:
1. athletic + dancing + artistic: certificate for a 2 hour professional
dance lesson or a ticket to the ballet
2. funny + fashion + hand-made: t-shirt with funny things imprinted to
remind both of you of great shared memories

CREATIVE TECHNIQUE: SCAMPER


Substitute—can I replace the process, procedure, approach, product
service, materials, ingredients, place, people or design?



Combine—can I mix ideas, products, resources, materials or
functions?



Adapt—can I copy, emulate, or incorporate ideas, processes,
concepts or features?



Magnify—can I add, increase, duplicate or exaggerate the value,
idea, feature, function, size or frequency?



Put to other uses—can I use the product, service or idea for
something else, for other people, other occasions, other markets,
other industries or in new ways?



Eliminate—can I divide, decrease, subtract, delete, compact or omit
the process, situation, function, or idea?



Rearrange—can I change the arrangement, process, sequence,
order, pace, pattern, schedule, or components?

Brainstorming process using lots of questions!

CREATIVE TECHNIQUE: 5W’S+1H




Use as a fine-tuning technique after using FUSION and/or
SCAMPER—but is also useful in other thinking situations.
Determine your best ideas.
Use what is known as the “Probing Six Questions” by
asking of each idea: What? When? Where? Who? Why?
How? Example questions:


What can we change?



When will it be offered?



Where will it be offered?



Who will it be for?



Why should we change?



How will it work?

CRITICAL THINKING FRAMEWORK
Elements of
Thought
Covered Today
Modified from the
Elder & Paul
(Nosich) Critical
Thinking
Framework from
the Foundation for
Critical Thinking

Use of this
framework helps
overcome cognitive
biases and other
thinking problems

IN WEEK 3 WE COVER THE ELEMENTS OF
THOUGHT THAT HELP ANALYSTS GENERATE
FINDINGS LEADING TO PROBLEM
SOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS—SEVERAL
EVERYDAY PROBLEMS WILL BE USED AS
EXAMPLES

